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From the UAERF office

UAE National Team

UAERF is looking forward to the busy season
ahead. From UAE Conference to UAE
Premiership, and now UAERF running ARFU's
Cross Border Competitions in West Asia.

Our U20's will be competing in ARFU 7's
competitions and our Men's National Side will
also be competing in the Asian 7's Series; after a
vigorous training camp in Durban in August.

We will be hosting the first ever Afro-Asian
Sevens in December where we will see 8 teams
from Asian and African continents participate.

We would like to take this opportunity to say
good luck to all teams participating in all
competition this coming season.

Dubai Airports
Shaheen Pathway
levels.
This
development
pathway is critical to achieving
elements of the strategic plan
which is to support, and focus
on ‘home grown’ talent which
will, in time represent the
UAE through the national
team.

The Shaheen Pathway is UAE
Rugby’s Emirati development
programme which focuses on
the 7-a-side game and offers a
stepping
stone
for
the
3000Emirati juniors currently
in the School’s Player Pathway
Programme to continually
improve their skills and fitness

Identified as UAE Rugby’s
Olympic roadmap, the Dubai
Airports Shaheen Pathway is
designed to develop and
provide playing talent to the
national team which focuses
on competing at international
level in all IOC games, with
the Asian Games as a major
target. Emirati players will
have the opportunity to play
in international and local
tournaments with a specific
playing and training schedule
implemented by UAE Rugby’s
Performance Manager and
National Coach, Roelof Kotze.

Internationals
Summer has been a busy time with
Shaheen
representation
at
the
Amsterdam 7’s and Milano Rugby
Festival. The team came away with 2
wins and 3 losses, while in Milano 1
win and 3 losses were posted. The 3
wins from the combined series lifted
the players and left them with that
win-hungry feeling.
Next on the Internationals calendar is
the 1st leg of ARFU’s U20 7’s, August
16 and 17, where the U20’s are well
underway
with
preparations,
followed by the Seniors in Hong
Kong the next weekend, August 23
and 24, for round 1 of the Asian
Rugby 7’s.
Both the U20’s and Seniors have been
training hard over the Summer,
including Ramadan, and are looking
forward to heading to the Shark’s
Academy, Durban, for a training
camp to put in final preparations.
We’ll keep you updated via twitter @uaerugby - for updates on both the
U20 and Seniors games.
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Sport 360 League News
Ahead of the 2014/2015 season, teams have already started their preparations. In the season
to come, we see the arrival of 2 new teams in the UAE Conference making 12 teams in total.
With the same structure to the league each team will play each other once before being split
into the bottom 6 and top 6.
The UAE Premiership remains unchanged with 6 teams participating, UAE
playingNational
each other
once and then the top 2 teams battling it out for first place. The burning question is; will Jebel
Ali remain on top for a 3rd year? Let us know what you think via twitter, @uaerugby, or
facebook.com/uaerugby.

Team

UAE Referees Updates
Qais Al Dhalai, UAERF General Secretary, and Sean Staunton of DDF, were guests of honour at the 2014
UAE Referees Annual Awards.
Recognition was given to Eduard Serralta and Mark Jackson for their first Internationals; Norman Drake
and Chris Linwood for appointments to the Junior World Tournament in Hong Kong; and Chris Linwood
for his appointment to the IRB TOP School in Stellenbosch. Trophy winners were Norman Drake (Referee
of the Year), Chris Linwood (Referees Referee), Shakeel Ahmed (Development Referee) and Clement Isack
(Chairs Award).
As guest speaker, Qais gave tribute to a year in which the UAE Referees ensured that UAE Rugby was well
represented domestically and internationally. In her reply, Clare Shryane thanked the UAERF and Dubai
Duty Free for their proactive support of refereeing in making this the most successful year of the Society.

Education
UAERF hosted a week-long Superweek coaching workshop
in January which saw 2 IRB Level 1 Match Officials Courses,
2 IRB Level 1 Coaching Courses, 1 IRB L1 Strength and
Conditioning Course and 1 IRB Level 2 Coaching Course
conducted. The response to these courses, from participants
and trainers, was very positive.
UAERF plan to host another Superweek in September of this
year and will include:
• Disciplinary Workshop for JOs
• IRB L1 and L2 Coaching Courses
• IRB L1 Sevens Coaching
• IRB L1 and L2 Match Official Course
• IRB L1 Medical Course

UAERRS Annual Dinner

Once confirmed, information on September’s Superweek will
be sent to club chairmen/school contacts, and promoted
through social media. Any immediate queries email:
gabbyc@uaerugby.ae

Winners of the 4 awards presented.
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Strategic Advisory Committee
UAERF has created the Strategic Advisory
Committee to provide the UAERF with strategic
advice. Members include, Gary Chapman, Steve
Thompson, Marcus Hurry, David Kotheimer,
Neil Palmer, Jeff O'Brien and UAERF's Secretary
General Qais Al Dhalai.
Since forming our SAC has held 2 successful
meetings and will see the 3rd very shortly.
Members have used these meeting to send
through proposals to the Emirati Integration
Committee on how they can bring more Emirati's
into local clubs.

SAC use their meetings in the most positive way
and are looking at different ways in which they
can grow the game of rugby in the UAE. This
may be from domestic competitions to
regional/international tournaments. They also
use their time to make recommendations to
develop commercial relationships and finally
make recommendations to ensure the strategic
objectives are capable of being supported
commercially.
UAERF are looking forward to what the next
meeting will bring to rugby in the UAE.

Sponsor Activities
Although we are in the off-season, our commercial activities are in full swing with planning for the
coming season and activations at our UAERF sanctioned tournaments. There are also negotiations to
renew existing sponsors such as Eden Park (Eden Park 7’s), HSBC (Player Pathway Program), Sport
360 (Conference and Leagues) and Dubai Duty Free (Match Officials) to round out the activity.
Communication is key to managing the relationships between UAERF and our sponsors and we were
pleased with the attendance of all our sponsors at the season closing sponsor briefing, held on 3rd June.
An important element is for the UAERF sponsorship to be integrated into the existing strategies and
monthly activities of the sponsor and this meeting was a positive vehicle to keep those communication
channels open.
The significant news this month has been the signing with Dubai Airports as title sponsor for the
Shaheen Development Pathway and Teams. The players are getting ready for a new season and can’t
wait to get into their Dubai Airports playing strip. This is a significant signing as it now completes the
sponsorship of the player pathway, with HSBC and Emirates Airline.
Stay tuned for further news on each of our sponsors and images of the teams in their new 2014 design
jerseys supplied by our kit partner Gilbert.
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